2021 KPhA Board Election Nominations

I am nominating
For which position are you applying or
making this nomination?

myself
At-Large 1 Chair

Nominee's Name

Tyler Woods

Nominee's Phone Number

(816) 261-9947

Nominee's Email

tyler.woods@awginc.com

Why are you applying (or nominating this person) for this position?
My passion for pharmacy is deeply rooted and I have spent my career working to progress and expand
the profession. We have made incredible strides through the leadership of KPhA and I plan to continue
that momentum and be a voice for our independent pharmacists.

What interests do you (or the nominee) have outside of KPhA (other organizations, community,
family, etc.)?
I love spending time with my wife and two boys. We are an active family and enjoy sports and outdoor
events. As a food lover, I very much enjoy trying new restaurants and foods!

What goals do you (or the nominee) have personally?
My goals, both personally and professionally, are pretty simple. I strive to continue improving, learning
and accomplishing.

Discuss a time when you (or the nominee) worked in a collaborative/team-based environment:
As a pharmacist I've encountered countless opportunities to work in a collaborative environment from
working as consultant pharmacist in long term care to developing 340B specialty contracts. The most
recent example of team-based work was participating in the KPhA Tele-pharmacy task force. This area
was new and challenging and the experience introduced me to some fantastic minds in our eld. I was
able to learn and contribute to a division of our profession that can be very impactful in our
communities. While the team didn't always share the same views it was through collaboration and
having common goals that prevailed.

The KPhA Board meets quarterly from
9 a.m. to 4 p.m. at our o ces in
Topeka. Would you (or the nominee)
be available to attend the meetings in
person or via teleconference?

Yes

